Abstract
Introduction
Proteins fold spontaneously and reproducibly (on a time scale of milliseconds) into complex three-dimensional (3D) globules when placed in an aqueous solution, and, the sequence of amino acids making up a protein appears to completely determine its three dimensional structure [3, 13] . At least two distinct though interrelated tasks can be stated.
Structure Prediction Problem:
Given a protein amino acid sequence (i.e., linear structure), determine its three dimensional folded shape (i.e., tertiary structure).
Pathway Prediction Problem:
Given a protein amino acid sequence and its three dimensional structure, determine the time ordered sequence of folding events, called the folding pathway, that leads from the linear structure to the tertiary structure.
The structure prediction problem is widely acknowledged as an open problem, and a lot of research in the past has focussed on it. The pathway prediction problem, on the other hand, has received almost no attention. It is clear that the ability to predict folding pathways can greatly enhance structure prediction methods. In this paper we focus on the pathway prediction problem. Note that while there has been considerable work to understand folding intermediates via molecluar dynamics and experimental techniques, to the best of our knowledge ours is one of the first works to predicts folding pathways.
Traditional approaches to protein structure prediction have focused on detection of evolutionary homology [2] , fold recognition [4, 18] , and where those fail, ab initio simulations [19] that generally perform a conformational search for the lowest energy state [17] . However, the conformational search space is huge, and, if nature approached the problem using a complete search, a protein would take millions of years to fold, whereas proteins are observed to fold in milliseconds. Thus, a structured folding pathway, i.e., a time ordered sequence of folding events, must play an important role in this conformational search [3] . The nature of these events, whether they are restricted to "native contacts," i.e., contacts that are retained in the final structure, or whether they might include nonspecific interactions, such as a general collapse in size at the very beginning, were left unanswered. Over time, the two main theories for how proteins fold became known as the "molten globule/hydrophobic collapse" (invoking non-specific interactions) and the "framework/nucleation-condensation" model (restricting pathways to native contacts only).
Strong experimental evidence for pathway-based models of protein folding has emerged over the years, for example, experiments revealing the structure of the "unfolded" state in water [14] , burst-phase folding intermediates [7] , and the kinetic effects of point mutations ("phi-values" [16] ). These pathway models indicate that certain events always occur early in the folding process and certain others always occur later (see Figure 1) .
Currently, there is no strong evidence that specific non-native contacts are required for the folding of any protein [5] . Many simplified models for folding, such as lattice simulations, tacitly assume that non-native contacts are "off pathway" and are not essential to the folding process [11] . Therefore, we choose to encode the assumption of a "native pathway" into our algorithmic approaches. This simplifying assumption allows us to define potential folding pathways based on a known three-dimensional structure. We may further assume that native contacts are formed only once in any given pathway. Knowledge of pathways for proteins can give important insight into the structure of proteins. To make pathway based approaches to structure prediction a reality, plausible protein folding pathways need to be predicted. One approach to enumerate folding pathways is to start with an unfolded protein and consider the various possibilities for the protein to fold. This approach is infeasible due to the explosively large number of possibilites to consider for the pathways. Our novel approach is to start with a folded protein in its final state and learn how to "unfold" the protein in a time-ordered sequence of steps, to its unfolded state. The reversal of such a sequence could be a plausible protein folding pathway. Our contributions stem from this basic approach. In this paper, we explore the role of minimum cuts on weighted graphs in determining a plausible sequence of unfolding steps.
"Unfolding" Protein Pathways
As an example, Figure 2 shows the unfolding steps for the protein Dihydrofolate Reductase (PDB code 4dfr). In the top left corner is the full protein. The various groups of SSEs are labeled according to the unfolding timeline. That is, SSEs labeled 5 are the first to unfold, and last to fold, while SSEs labeled 0 are last to unfold and first to fold.
Let's consider how would one begin to untangle the different secondary structural elements? The basic intuition is to break as few contacts as possible, and to avoid splitting a SSE held at both ends. Among several choices, the best option is to pick to one that has the least impact on the remaining part of the protein.
Considering various choices, it is clear that all groups of SSEs except 3 and 5 are held at both ends by other SSEs. Group 3 is at the start of the sequence (N-terminus), while group 5 is at the end (C-terminus). It is clear that group 3 is held close to group 4, thus the best group for pulling away is group 5. Note also that group 5 must unfold as a group, since the left strand is sandwiched between strand 4 and the right strand 5. Group 5 is held only at one end to the rest of the protein and can thus be stripped away easily. The remaining protein is shown in the middle of top row in Figure 2 .
At the next step we have two choices. We can remove either group 3 or group 4. The loop of group 3 is held by group 4 and its other end is held by a strand from group 2. Thus group 4 is in fact the best SSE to pull out ( Figure 2 , top right). After that group 3 can easily be pulled away ( Figure 2 , bottom left). Finally we can pull away group 1 ( single strand) and finally group 0 ( Figure 2 , bottom middle). Note that figures have been reoriented to show the best places to make a cut.
From the above unfolding steps, we can conclude that one highly plausible pathway is the one that proceeds with SSE group 0 ( § © § ) initiation site, followed by the other folding events for SSE groups 1 ( § ¡ ), 2, 3 and 4 ( § ), and 5 (anti-parallel § §
). Although no one has determined the precise order of appearance of secondary structures for any protein, there is fragmentary evidence that supports this type of pathway for several well-studied proteins, including specifically for protein 4dfr [6, 8, 9] .
Preliminaries
The main goal of this paper is to integrate the protein topology information and contact map information and study the relevance of graph models in predicting plausible protein pathway folding. Specifically, we conjecture that an augmented graph constructed based on protein topology and contact maps can effectively utilize minimum capacity edge cuts to determine the probable sequence of folding events that occur in the protein folding process, by determining the most likely sequences of unfolding events.
Protein Contact Maps
The 3D conformation of a protein may be compactly represented in a symmetrical, square, boolean matrix of pairwise, inter-residue contacts called the contact map. The contact map of a protein is a particularly useful representation of protein structure. Two amino acids in a protein that come into contact with each other form a non-covalent interaction (hydrogen-bonds, hydrophobic effect, etc. -Helices appear as bands along the main diagonal since they involve contacts between one amino acid and its four successors; § -Sheets are thick bands parallel or anti-parallel to the main diagonal. Moreover, a contact map is rotation and translation invariant, an important property for data mining. It is also possible to recover the 3D structure from contact maps [21] . 
Graphs and Minimum Cuts
). The capacity of the edge cut R is defined as g w x #
. The minimum capacity edge cut is the edge cut, which out of all the possible edge cuts in the graph, has the least capacity. The minimum capacity edge cut need not be unique, i.e, for a graph there can be more than one set of edges that form an edge cut of the smallest capacity. The definition of edge cuts can be extended suitably to graphs that are not connected. For the rest of this paper, minimum cuts for a graph will refer to the minimum capacity edge cuts for the graph.
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Figure 4: TOPS Diagram for Protein 2IGD
Weighted SSE Graph A protein can be represented as a weighted secondary structure element graph (WSG), where the vertices are the SSEs comprising the protein and the edges denote proximity relationshipo between the secondary structures. Furthermore, the edges are weighted by the strength of the interaction between two SSEs. Following the convention used in protein topology or TOPS diagrams [20, 22] , we use triangles to represent § -strands, and circles to represent¨-helices.
To correctly model the secondary structure elements and their interaction, the edge construction and their weights are determined from the protein's contact map. The edge weights are determined as follows: we determine the list of SSEs and their sequence positions from the known 3D structure taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 1 , and the weight assigned to the edge is the number of contacts between the SSEs. This way structures with greater bonding between them get higher weights in the WSG representation. An example WSG for protein 2igd is shown in Figure 4 
Predicting Folding Pathways
The basic intuition behind the unfolding process stems from the belief that unfolding occurs by breaking as few contacts as possible. Given an weighted SSE graph for a protein, a minimum capacity edge cut represents the set of edges that partition the WSG into two components which have the property that the number of contacts between them (and hence the number of bonds) are the smallest. Hence, minimum capacity edge cuts on WSGs can help us determine the points in the protein where unfolding is likely to occur.
The problem of determining the minimum capacity edge cuts on weighted graphs is a well studied problem in graph theory. For a comprehensive introduction to the various approaches that exist for solving minimum capacity cuts, the reader is referred to [1] . Several polynomial time algorithms exist for computing the minimum capacity edge cuts and for our purposes, an algorithm based on edge contraction [15] , whose source code was freely available, sufficed.
An unfolding event according to our model, is a set of edges that form a minimum capacity edge cut in a WSG for a protein. Our method works as follows. First, the minimum capacity edge cut for the initial WSG is determined. Ties are broken arbitrarily. This is taken as the first event in the unfolding process. The edges that form this cut are deleted from the WSG and the process is repeated. Thus, the method produces as output, a sequence of unfolding events, i.e., a sequence of minimum capacity edge cuts for a given WSG. This sequence when reversed produces our prediction for the folding pathway for the given protein.
Experimental Results
The present work is motivated by two guiding factors in the study of protein folding pathways. 1) The protein folding mechanism is dependant on the topology of the secondary structure of the protein.
2) The second well accepted idea is of the hierarchical nature of protein folding. Our model captures both of these well established facts about protein folding.
To establish the utility of our methodology we predict a hierarchical folding pathway for a couple of proteins. For these proteins, the secondary structures of the intermediate stages in the folding pathway are experimentally determined. A very commonly used graph technique, min-cut approach was taken to determine the folding pathway from the graph constructed from the Tops diagram. At each step of application of the min cut algorithm we expect those secondary structure elements who have weak contacts with the rest of the SSEs to separate out , or in other words these would be the ones which would be involved in the initial stages of protein unfolding scenario. The last few steps involve the SSEs which we believe would be involved in the initial stages of protein folding. This is expected because of the high dense contacts present amongst them.
BPTI(Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor) a small protein containing 2 alpha helices and two beta strands. The topology cartoon of this protein is shown in the below figure. Also shown is the graphical 6 representation of the protein with the weights representing the no:of contacts between the respective SSEs. [10] It is known that the unfolding pathway of this protein involves the loss of the helix structure followed by the beta structure. Applying the min cut principle to the corresponding graph representation of this structure we observe exactly the same trend.
The first cut seperates the first helix structure and the second cut the remaining helix structure. This is analogous to loss of the helix structure during the initial stages of unfolding of the protein. The Beta structures with highest number of contacts unfold only in the later stages.
1DV9 (Beta-lactoglobulin structure) is a fairly large protein containing 10 beta strands and 3 helixes as shown in the figure 5. Beta strands F, G and H are formed immediately once the refolding starts [12] , which was thus identified as the folding core of beta lactoglobulin. The sequence of min cuts is enumerated in Table 1 cutno edges along which cut is made 1 (8, 9, 10) correspond to the F,G and H beta strands that remain together till the last stages of the min cut operation as shown in the figure 5, indicating their late involvement in unfolding. Thus the results confirm to the documented literature that these beta strands form the core 7 domain and therefore are involved in the early stages of folding. Its only in the eight stage of our min cut application that this core consisting of the three beta strands is broken and infact forms a separate component at the end of 7th stage as shown in figure 5 . 
Conclusions
In this paper we developed automated techniques to predict protein folding pathways. We construct a weighted SSE graph for a protein, where each vertex is a SSE, and each edge represents the strength of contacts between two SSEs. We use a repeated mincut approach in the WSG graph to discover strongly inter-related groups of SSEs and we then predict a time order of appearance of SSEs along the folding pathway.
